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Revamped Atlanta Hawks Are Lighting Up TV Ratings 

By Robert Tuchman 

When it looked as though the Indiana Pacers would sneak into the 2015 NBA Playoffs as an 8-seed and 

face the Atlanta Hawks for the third season in a row, there were plenty of basketball insiders who joked 

that it would be a series once again relegated to NBA TV. This is because only the prime time matchups 

get airtime on the more widely watched networks like ABC, ESPN , and TNT. 

Over the course of the last several years, nobody has been particularly interested in watching the 

Atlanta Hawks play basketball. This is why there are plenty of people that believe they are a worst-case 

scenario for NBA Finals ratings based on the four teams that remain alive in the Eastern Conference 

(Chicago, Cleveland, and Washington are the other three). Considering the 2014 Finals between San 

Antonio and Miami was the least-watched Finals in five years, it makes sense that people are wary about 

a historically unpopular team tanking the ratings. 

Despite the fact that last year’s first-round series between Atlanta and Indiana, which did air almost 

exclusively on NBA TV, only pulled in a 4.1 overall household rating for local and national telecasts, there 

is optimism that a Hawks Finals appearance this year might not be as catastrophic as some imagine. 

For starters, a huge boost in both TV viewership and ticket sales justify the newfound success of the 

Hawks. For example, viewership on SportSouth, the Hawk’s regional sports network, jumped 120% over 

last year. Philips Arena, where Atlanta plays its home games, sold out a record 25 games this season. 

The team also reported a 500% boost in year-over-year season ticket sales and averaged 17,412 fans per 

game this year, (93% capacity) after averaging only 14,339 fans per game in 2013-2014 (76.6% capacity). 

This year’s first-round matchup against the Brooklyn Nets did not do anything to suggest that those 

regular season numbers were a fluke, either. The ratings for the Hawks first-round series this year saw a 

60% boost up to a 6.6 household rating. Specifically, this included a 25% jump in viewership among 18-

34 years in metropolitan Atlanta, the key demographic at which television networks look. 

On the one hand, it would be easy to thank Brooklyn for the boost in viewership, considering they are 

part of the largest television market in the country, but the Nets had the lowest local TV viewership in 

the league this year. Meanwhile Atlanta posted record numbers across the board as this jump was due 

to Atlanta fans tuning in, not a boost from New York. 

Keep in mind that Atlanta does boast one of the largest metropolitan viewerships in the league, with 

approximately 2.37 million viewers available to consume these games. That puts them in the top ten in 

terms of market size, but in the past local fans just have not been interested in basketball. They certainly 

are this year, and with good reason. Atlanta easily topped the Eastern Conference, put together 60 wins, 

won the Southeast Division, and claimed the East’s #1 seed in the playoffs. Facebook fans have 

increased by 25%, Twitter followers have risen by 138%, and page views at Hawks.com soared above 

10.5 million during the season, a 57% boost over last year. 



 

 

 

Fans in this market are taking to the new-and-improved Hawks rather nicely, so while it may have been 

a joke just a year ago that nobody wanted to watch them play, the opposite has been true in 2015. 

While Chicago or LeBron James in the Finals is an incredible draw for casual fans, the Hawks would not 

be the complete bust they might have been a year ago. 

In fact, an enthusiastic fan base could help this be one of the better-received Finals in recent years. It 

would certainly help to have the L.A. Clippers or Golden State Warriors represent the Western 

Conference, but as we have seen before, markets are not everything in the NBA. If the basketball is 

great, viewers will tune in, and few teams have played better basketball this year than the Atlanta 

Hawks. 

 

  


